Chapter: 3324
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Yang Ning and Xiaodong were dumbfounded when they looked at the
comments on the Internet. They didn’t expect that even in the script,
she could act so badly.
Xiaodong couldn’t help sighing and said, “Yang Ning, this time you are
self-defeating.”
Not to mention Bai Yang Qingfeng, he almost made himself fishy.
Fortunately, the program team passed the production level and created
a few sweet scenes for the two of them.
“Hey, I can’t help it. It turns out that the plan can’t keep up with the
changes, but fortunately, Yang Qingfeng has successfully landed.” Yang
Ning leaned on the sofa and smiled casually, with a calm attitude of
doing his best and waiting for destiny.
Turning off the computer, Xiaodong glanced at her helplessly, and was
speechless at Yang Ning’s optimism.
“Okay, I won’t tell you, it’s getting late, you still haven’t returned to An
Tianxiang?”
A rhetorical question made Yang Ning, who was paralyzed on the sofa,
froze. She sneered, not intending to stand up: “He hasn’t come back
today, he has been on a business trip, Xiaodong, take me in.”
Yang Ning looked up with a pitiful face, which made Xiaodong a little
unable to refuse, or in other words, she had no intention of rejecting
her.
Originally, the two had always lived together.
She smiled and looked at Yang Ning and said, “Okay, there’s no
problem, but now I’m going to cook and wash vegetables, I have to
trouble you to buy a bag of salt for me.”
Hearing the words, Yang Ning immediately jumped up from the sofa,
restraining all the indecentness just now, with a serious face and a
gesture of salute, he replied in a deep voice: “It’s Sir Xiaodong, obey!”
Seeing that she didn’t agree to act, Xiaodong patted her with a smile
and threw her out of the door: “Stop acting, go quickly.”
Wrapping himself tightly, Yang Ning quickly ran out the door with the
money, intending to quickly pick up a bag of salt in the convenience
store downstairs.
A few minutes later, Yang Ning was about to arrive at the convenience
store, but just as she was about to enter, she was suddenly dragged into
an alley by a hand outstretched in the shadows.
“Yang Ning!”
A hurried and flustered male voice suddenly exploded in Yang Ning’s
ear. She was stunned for a while, but she didn’t recognize who the
unkempt man in front of her was.
“You are?”
Yang Ning blinked inexplicably, trying to find a little familiar aura from
the ragged man in front of him, but he couldn’t find anything.
“I’m Cheng Hao! Save me Yang Ning, save me!”
Cheng Hao’s expression was in a panic, and the pair of gold-rimmed
glasses that he always wore on his face had long since disappeared. The
elegant and calm expression in the past was replaced by a crazy and
panicked expression.
The person in front of me, where is there half the shadow of the past?
“Are you Cheng Hao?” Yang Ning still couldn’t believe it. Even if he
owed hundreds of thousands of dollars at the casino, he wouldn’t be so
embarrassed, right?
Hearing Yang Ning’s question, Cheng Hao nodded pitifully, and kept
looking to both sides, as if avoiding something.
He said in a hurry and panic: “I am, I am Cheng Hao! Yang Ning,
someone is chasing me, hurry up and hide me!”
It’s okay that Cheng Hao doesn’t say this, but Yang Ning doesn’t want
to talk to him anymore after saying this. Isn’t she eager to tell her that
there are people who are not easy to offend nearby, so why should she
be an enemy and offend her? other people?
Thinking of this, Yang Ning’s expression suddenly became indifferent.
She stared coldly at Cheng Hao, who had no human form in front of
her, and the past came to her mind again.
She sneered and looked at the man in front of her proudly: “You
begged the wrong person, isn’t it Yang Yue that you like to care about?
Shouldn’t you go to her at this time?”
“I… I don’t have the face to see her, Yang Ning, please, hurry up and
hide me, those people will catch up!”
The more he talked, the more flustered Cheng Hao became. He
grabbed Yang Ning’s wrist tightly, as if he had grabbed the last straw.
However, Yang Ning easily broke free of his shackles and pushed him
into the bottomless river with his own hands.

